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PRIORITY DIR INFO FRAN BONN BRLN CITE HAGU 5110

4 Dec 63 IN 73375

RYBAT GPFLOOR

REF DIR 86377 **

1. SYNCLASTIC RECORDS SHOW THAT ONE M. OSWALD, MALE RUSSIAN CITIZEN BORN 17 JULY 1941 IN ARCHANGEL, RESIDENCE MOSCOW, ENTERED NETH 3 JUNE 1962 BY TRAIN AT OLDENZAAL BORDER POINT.

2. IN SPITE DISCREPANCIES, WHICH CAN EASILY BE ATTRIBUTED TO HASTE AND CARELESSNESS ON PART OF BORDER PERSONNEL, HAGU INCLINED BELIEVE ABOVE DATA REFERS TO OSWALDS WIFE MARINA.

3. SYMPATHIZER CHECKING WITH HOLLAND AMERICA LINE FOR SHIP MANIFEST INFORMATION.

SECRET

Document Number 299-11

for FOIA Review on MAY 1976

C/S COMMENT: *DISSEMINATION APPLICABLE TO RYBAT DY YOUR GPFLOOR CABLES.

**Requested confirmatory travel data on Lee Oswald.
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